**Description**
Cloned from [https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1187260](https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1187260)

When cloning a Host Group, Config Groups are not carried over to the clone

**Steps to Reproduce:**
1. Create Host Group with a Config Group
2. Clone the Host Group
3. Do note that the clone does not have any Config Groups assigned.

**Related issues:**
Related to Foreman - Bug #7407: Cloning a hostgroup do not clone Puppet class...  Closed  09/11/2014

**Associated revisions**
Revision 6a07eb81 - 02/11/2015 07:36 AM - Tom Caspy
fixes #9274 - hostgroup#clone clones config groups

Revision 47997265 - 03/04/2015 01:13 PM - Tom Caspy
fixes #9274 - hostgroup#clone clones config groups

(cherry picked from commit 6a07eb8155e82dcd7b22b2b41e05cb2233e8f52a)

**History**

**#1** - 02/09/2015 04:02 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Category set to Host groups
- Assignee deleted (Ohad Levy)

**#2** - 02/10/2015 05:33 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/2145 added
- Pull request deleted ()

**#3** - 02/10/2015 05:37 AM - Tom Caspy
- Assignee set to Tom Caspy
#4 - 02/11/2015 07:43 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Legacy Backlogs Release (now unused) set to 32

#5 - 02/11/2015 08:01 AM - Tom Caspy
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 6a07eb8155e82dcd7b22b2b41e06cb2233e8f52a.

#6 - 02/12/2015 04:53 AM - Dominic Cleal
- Related to Bug #7407: Cloning a hostgroup do not clone Puppet classes and parameters added